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About This Game

No lag. No reloads. No bull. Do you like old school deathmatch with modern features but none of the frills that have ruined the
raw purity of the genre? How about rich, colorful, arcadelike atmospheres? How about...retro Sci Fi? Then you're going to love

what Alien Arena has in store for you! This game combines some of the very best aspects of classic deathmatch, and wraps
them up with a retro alien theme, while adding tons of original ideas to make the game quite unique.

Alien Arena is a furious frag fest with arenas ranging from the small, to the massive. With game modes such as Capture The
Flag and Tactical, there are terrific team-based experiences to be had as well as 1v1 duels, free-for-all, and dozens of mutators
to alter the game play to your liking. The game includes 23 official levels, 10 player characters, fun powerups, and 10 weapons
each with 2 firing modes. The community is friendly, as well as prolific. Dozens of maps, models, and various accessories have

been created by community members to add on to the game experience.

Whether playing online against others or offline against the built in AI, the fun is practically endless.
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its an interesting phone game. not a good one to have on your gaming pc, honestly. god bored pretty quickly, but i assume i
would play more of it if I was in a subway going to work.. I lean toward the older side of farming so this is ideal for me. In fact,
I have been able to run a farm using this pack only, very handy and realistic. The models are of the same good standard as they
are in the base game, if not better and IT'S FREE!!!. Another very solid casual adventure game published by Artifex Mundi.

It helps for the start of the story to know the previous game, but you can easily get into the game without having played the
prequel. The story is pretty straight forward and most of it is set in a fantasy world.

The presentation is well done. Just the quality of the videos and the voice acting is sub par. Both don't affect the game much
though and the graphics are just beautiful. The music suits the setting and doesn't get annoying.

Some of the puzzles\/minigames are way too easy and only consist of matching shapes and\/or colors. The achievements in this
game are also aimed at a *very* casual audience. The inventory based puzzles are much better though and they easily outweigh
the weaker aspects of the game.

The bonus chapter seems a bit rushed though with a lot of 'find x similar items to use in the next minigame' puzzles. Still the
artwork and also the story make it worth at least one playthrough.

Overall another fun casual adventure game that you can sink a couple of hours in.. I love this game, probably my second favorite
from winter wolves. I do however feel the price could be less. The combat is less in depth than say loren or seasons, and theres
certainly much less story. Even the main robbing portions of the game i had repeat lines far too often. Dont get me wrong, i
greatly enjoyed the game and dont mind purchasing it, but i do question the price compartievley to those other titles. Granted
the art is much better or atleast more enjoyable in this game and i enjoy the characterrs more, but i still feel it was rather sllow
for the price. Id recomend picking it up on sale if i were you.. Everybody knows what a Maserati is

but what is it

All I know is it's like a real car so hey
real cars in a video game? cool right?. this is the best game i ever played
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I want FlyByNo to play at my wedding pls. Kinda glitchy, but still neat. Definitely worth the dollar I paid..
\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. A great modern day update of the classic Breakout style gameplay. This game takes the basic
concept of deflecting a ball at bricks and layers onto it an amazing amount of fun game elements that keep me coming back to
this title again and again.. On these days "standards", this game would be (at most) a EA... Much potential and so few
work/effort put on. Too many glitches (some of which are a bit funny, not that great graphics (even for the time), bad gameplay
and mechanics... Even the game history is odd.. great game. comprehensive controls, nice variance in the levels, and fantastic
AI.. I'm enjoing it so far yeh its got no covering mecanism, but when you jump ____ -----------------_____ yeh like that you
know you can kill everything . I'm not finnished with it yet playing on 'hardcor' or just normal as hard isnt unlocked yet but i
like wall♥♥♥♥♥♥and hate the followers there useless so yeh i like this at the moment so keep it up.. its a good free game, i
love the cute art style, but some of levels are too hard, maybe should add checkpoints, so it would a bit easier.

  i'll give it 10/10 if theres check points :)
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